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• Anomalies in NBI particles
• Smaller Enbi/Te ratio          
‣ larger transport
• Beam energies unchanged in past years
• Plasma temperatures larger in present day experiments
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W. Zhang, Physics of Plasmas (2010)
Motivation
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TFTR ASDEX Upgrade/DIII-D ITER







Neoclassical behaviour Presence of anomalies What effect on the NBI?

















• Linear and nonlinear flux tube simulations
• Electromagnetic perturbations
• Multi-species
• Interface with MHD 
equilibrium code CHEASE2
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1F. Jenko, Physics of Plasmas (2000)
2H. Lütjens, CPC (1996)
Linear analysis
• ITER steady state 
scenario (D + e-)









• ITG dominant instability
• Beta effects not exciting kinetic ballooning modes
• Subdominant modes are present
• Investigation for nonlinear simulation
Linear Analysis
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• ITG dominant instability
• Beta effects not exciting kinetic ballooning modes
• Subdominant modes are present







• Observation of ETGs
‣ Negligible effect




























• Mixture of ITG and TEM
• Magnetic perturbations 
• Passive deuterium
‣ Maxwellian distribution 
‣ Beam ions non-thermal
• What variables can describe  the particle diffusivity?
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• Energetic particle transport is a diffusive process*
• It must be consistent with Fick’s law
• Allows for ‘electrostatic’ and ‘magnetic’ transport 
separation
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*W. Zhang,  Physical Review Letters (2008)
δues = −∇δΦ¯×BB2 δuem = v￿ ∇δA¯￿×BB2
The variables studied
• Velocity space resolved diffusivity (gyroaveraged)






= − Γ(x)∇n(x) = D
eﬀ(x)




M. Albergante,  Physics of Plasmas (2009)
Nonlinear results
• Trapped ions: orbit- and gyro-averaging
• Passing ions: no gyro-averaging, orbit-averaging?






• Potentially large electrostatic transport for beam ions
• Magnetic transport negligible
• What impact on the beam driven current?
• Can poloidal effects/collisions play a role?
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Simulation of the neutral beam 





(3) Uniform number 
of particles
(4) Beam collimation 
reproduced













































• Broad deposition, peaked profile
• Edge deposition: need for high energy NBI
• What time evolution?
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*See M. Jucker, this Friday
The VENUS Code*
• Drift-kinetic particle pushing code
• Velocity space kicks for Coulomb collisions
• Inclusion of electron drag
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NBI summary
• Neutral beam model ready
• Collisional slowing down of NBI particles






• Effective gyroaveraged diffusivity from GENE simulations
‣ Interpolate at particle position
‣ Radial envelope
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*W. Zhang,  Physical Review Letters (2008)
Results
• NBCD profile 
redistributed
• Small changes in the safety 
factor
• Moderate shear reversal







‣ Global version of GENE*
‣ Multiple flux tube 
simulations+






• Low diffusivity for particles contributing to the current























• Enbi = 300 keV at mid-radius
• Enbi/Te = 20 (similar to ASDEX)
• Previous scenario Enbi/Te > 50 at mid-radius













• Modelling of the ITER steady state scenario
• Consequences for 1 MeV NBI
‣ Small but potentially important NBCD redistribution
‣ Transport and stability would change
• Consequences for low energy NBI
‣ Larger transport, more redistribution
• Our model underestimate?
‣ NBI model improvements (Enbi/2 and Enbi/3 fractions)
‣ Background turbulence potentially stronger
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Outlook
• DEMO reference scenarios more affected
‣ Large beam current (1 MeV)
‣ Plasma temperature two times ITER’s goal
• More detailed and self consistent turbulence
‣ very challenging
• Comparison with experimental data






• Also investigated ETG
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• Velocity space 
(v||, E)
• Weight = beam ionization
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